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Here we are again, fans of the fantastically 
large monsters. Good thing we broadcast this 
show ourselves because we’ve been so 
busy…trying to stay alive! We were on the 
precipice of a black hole. It got pretty dicey 
there for awhile but Gamera saved us. Hooray!  
 
However, as a result all the clocks in the 
cockpit and watches in the washrooms are 
showing different times than the time pieces in 
the tomb of Tigella! We might be caught in a 
chronic hysteresis for all we know.  
 
Regardless, if we are going around in circles 
or making minute progress, we are back in the 
studios full time now. We have a lot of great 
new things bouncing around the solidifier 
ready to jump into your hands!  
 
Now, about the show; well as always it is 
rampant with groovy greats complete with 
some nifty extras that will make you cackle. 
We had fun putting this show together because 
we got to include the Killer Tomatoes theme 
song! It’s been so long since we’ve seen any 
of those films and we can’t wait for the movies 
to be delivered. Does Amazon deliver in orbit? 
 
Until then ENJOY THE SHOW but watch 
out for the insects…excuse I meant INZECTS!   

 
Listen or download it free at: 

Running Time: 90 minutes 

 
 

 

 
 

Hosted by Justynn Tyme & Super-Computer X 
 

Obsideo → Nemesis Theory 
Megalon → EMIT 
Electrozilla → DJ Mister Friend 
Attack Of The Killer Tomatoes  
The Deadly Mantis → Dick Jacobs and his Orchestra 
King Kong → Les Korrigans 
Frightened City → The Shadows 
Neptunes Revenge → Mermen 
Showdown in Shinjuku → Daikaiju  
inzects → I Monster 
Inzects (mutation) → I Monster 
Godzilla → Animula Vagula 
Aquatic Ape Hypothesis → Milkshake Daddy  
Hazardous Salamander → MinusBaby 
Ghidorah → Dust 
Fertile Unknown → Elby Rogers 
Kraken → Bobby Griffith 
Giant Spiders Approach → MUZ 
Monsters → Alexander Frank 
The Ballad of Dr. Yoemment's Beard Monsters → 

      Platinum Lightning 
 

 
 

 
 
 
www.AllOutMonsterRevolt.com 

http://www.alloutmonsterrevolt.com/


 


